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ABSTRACT: These days individual area unit driving in no time, accidents area unit occurred oftentimes, we tend to 

lost our valuable life by creating tiny mistake whereas driving (school zone, hills area, highways). So, avoid such 

reasonably accidents to alert the drivers to regulate the speed for applicable place. The various highway-speed-checker 

circuits that area unit accustomed notice rash driving on highways. The most objective is to style a RFID primarily 

based to watch the vehicle speed, which may run on Associate in nursing embedded system. The system essentially 

includes 2 IR detector area unit used as a combine of eyes that keep look the speed of every vehicle crossing the 

sensors. RFID system is employed to acknowledge the vehicle license. This project, which is able to check on rash 

driving by scheming the speed of a vehicle mistreatment the time taken to travel between the 2 set points at a stationary 

distance and to acknowledge the vehicle license. Whether or not the vehicle is at intervals limits or surpassing the 

speed limits, so displaying the speed limits of the vehicle on the LCD show. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

According to the statistics from World Health Organization (WHO), traffic accidents became one in every of the best 

10leading causes of death at intervals the planet [1]. Specifically, traffic accidents claimed nearly 3500 lives daily in 

2014.Studies show that just about all traffic accidents area unit caused by human factors, e.g., drivers’ abnormal driving 

behaviors. Therefore, it's a necessity to get drivers’ abnormal driving behaviors to tell the drivers or report 

Transportation authority to record them. Although there has been works on abnormal driving behaviors detection, the 

most focus is on detection driver’s standing supported pre-deployedinfrastructure, like alcohol detector, infrared 

detector and cameras that incur high installation value. Since sensible phones have received increasing quality over the 

recent years and mixed into our daily lives, plenty of and plenty of smartphone-based transport applications area unit 

developed in intelligent transportation. Driving behavior analysis is in addition a popular direction of smartphone-based 

transport applications. However, existing works on driving behaviors detection mistreatment smartphones can solely 

provide a coarse-grained result mistreatment thresholds, i.e., distinctive abnormal driving behaviors from traditional 

ones. Since thresholds may even be full of automotive kind and sensors’ sensitivity, they can't accurately distinguish 

the variations in varied driving activity patterns. Those solutions cannot supply fine-grained identification, i.e., 

distinctive specific sorts of driving behaviors. Moving on this direction, we wish to have faith in a fine-grained 

abnormal driving behaviors observation approach, that uses sensible phone sensors to not solely notice abnormal 

driving behaviors but in addition confirm specific sorts of the driving behaviors whereas not requiring any additional 

hardware’s. The fine-grained abnormal driving behaviors observation is prepared to boost drivers’ awareness of their 

driving habits as most of the driver’s area unit over-confident and not attentive to their reckless driving habits. 

Additionally, some abnormal driving behaviors area unit unobvious and easy to be neglected by drivers. If we tend to 

area unit ready to confirm drivers’ abnormal driving behaviors mechanically, the drivers are often attentive to their 

dangerous driving habits, so as that they're going to correct them, serving to prevent potential automobile accidents. 

What is more, if the results of the observation can be passed back to a central server, they'll be used by the police to 

watch rash-driving mechanically or Vehicle insurance underwriter to analysis the policyholders’ driving habits. 

II. RELATED WORK 

[1]. Jiangmen Dai, Jin Teng, Xiaole Bai, Zhaohui Shen, and Dong Xuan. 

Drunk driving, or formally driving below the Influence (DUI) of alcohol, may even be a major reason for traffic 
accidents throughout the world. Throughout this paper, we've Associate in nursing inclination to propose a really 
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economical system meshed toward early detection and alert of dangerous vehicle maneuvers typically associated with 
drunk driving. the complete resolution needs alone a moveable placed in vehicle Associate in Nursing with measuring 
device and orientation device We’ve an inclination to implement the detection system on automaton G1 phone and have 
it tested with entirely differing types of driving behaviors. The results show that the system achieves high accuracy and 
energy potency. 

[2] Saif Al-Sultan, Ali H. Al-Bayatti and Hussien Zeda 

Vehicle accidental Networks (VANET) emerged as Associate in Nursing application of Mobile accidental Networks 

(MANET), that use Dedicated Short vary Communication (DSRC) to permit vehicles in shut proximity to speak with 

one another, or to speak with edge instrumentation. Applying wireless access technology in conveyance environments 

has diode to the event of road safety and a discount at intervals the vary of fatalities caused by road accidents, through 

the event of road safety applications and facilitating data sharing between moving vehicles with relevance the road.  A 

probabilistic model supported Dynamic theorem Networks (DBN) for real time inferring four sorts of driving behavior 

(normal, drunk, reckless and fatigue) by combining discourse data regarding the exploit, vehicle and then the setting is 

given. The dynamic behavior model will capture the static and then the temporal aspects associated with the behavior of 

the exploit, thus, resulting in strong and correct behavior detection. The analysis of behavior detection victimization 

artificial knowledge proves the validity of our model and then the importance of furthermore as discourse data regarding 

the exploit, the vehicle and then the setting.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

IR sensor to detect the presence of a vehicles.A set point consists of a pair of sensor’s comprising of an IR transmitter 

and an IR receiver, each of which are installed on either sides of the road.Whenever IR rays are interrupted by a vehicle 

during first sensor the count up timer is started.When the other IR sensor senses the presence of vehicle,the count up 

timer is stopped.The speed limits set by the device is kept at very location depending upon then traffic.Based on that 

time is then calculates the speed.The seven segment display is used to display the vehicle speed limit.If the vehicle 

crosses the speed limit, a buzzer sounds alerting the police both at the location and wirelessly at the control room. The 

microcontroller is used to monitor the all control operations needed. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

 

        

 

 

       FIGURE : EXPERIMENTAL SETUP                           FIGURE : EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

 It has been complete that the smartphone-based automotive accident detection system isn't a simple task to handle. It's 

extremely encircled with several obstacles that stop the researchers from achieving 100%accurate detection system. The 

most purpose of the system is to search out the closest emergency points from the accident location this was achieved by 

mistreatment some feature that the GPS receiver and Google maps area unit providing. Traffic notification is provided 
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by the system to the closest app users to urge the data regarding the accident place with the assistance of that they'll 

select totally different route to avoid the traffic. 
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